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 conventional wisdom on Vietnam, his
 answers are more stimulating than con
 vincing. His treatment of credibility
 mixes three very different situations?
 before American troops were massively
 committed, after they were in, and after

 America decided to withdraw them. He

 scarcely bothers to analyze the Nixon
 period of the war at all, and relaxes too
 easily into anticommunist vituperation,
 calling his opponents "apologists" for
 communists. This may be chicken soup
 for the conservative soul, but it will
 mitigate the influence of some otherwise
 good thinking. Better to take up Lind's
 bracing challenges and then go find
 answers in books like Fred Logevall's
 Choosing War, below.

 Choosing War: The Lost Chance for Peace
 and the Escalation of War in Vietnam.
 by FREDRiK LOGEVALL. Berkeley:

 University of California Press, 1999,
 529 pp. $35.00.

 The finest history to date of America's
 decisions to escalate war in Vietnam.

 Looking back at the decisions up to 1965
 that ultimately committed hundreds of
 thousands of American troops to defend
 South Vietnam, Logevall argues that
 most of the Cold War establishment was

 against escalation, as were practically all
 of America's allies. Although the dissents
 of George Ball and William Fulbright
 are better known, the opposition of
 Johnson's own mentor, the conservative
 Senator Richard Russell, is more inter
 esting. The puzzle deepens as Logevall
 shows how well the top leadership under
 stood their problem. Using extraordinary
 research in American, British, French,
 and Canadian archives and sensitively
 reconstructing the mindset of the times,

 Logevall tries to find just when opportu
 nities to avoid escalation were genuinely
 present. His search narrows down to the
 few months after President Johnson's elec

 tion in November 1964. Rusk's diplomacy
 was conscientious but unimaginative, while
 Logevall regretfully concludes that Johnson,
 Bundy, and Robert McNamara blurred
 concern for their own personal credibility
 with their concern for the credibility of
 their country. More than just a Vietnam
 book, Choosing War offers a rare and
 beautifully crafted example of how to
 study a turning point in history.

 Argument Without End: In Search of
 Answers to the Vietnam Tragedy, by
 ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, JAMES G.
 BLIGHT, AND ROBERT K. BRIGHAM,
 WITH THOMAS J. BIERSTEKER AND
 HERBERT Y. SCHANDLER. NewYork:

 PublicAffairs, 1999, 479 pp. $27.50.
 This book grew out of an oral history
 project to get American and North
 Vietnamese scholars and former officials

 together to learn lessons from the war.
 South Vietnamese voices were apparently
 unwelcome. The Americans offered mea

 culpas and a few pointed questions. The
 North Vietnamese participants offered
 polemics, some courteous interest, and
 several undocumented opinions. The
 book, however, is much worse. As in the

 old days back in the Cabinet Room,
 McNamara's insistent voice sets the tone,

 now convinced that the war was produced
 by ignorance and mutual misunderstanding.
 This is McNamara's redemptive mission,
 and it hijacks the book. His evidence
 does not sustain his many conclusions.
 In fact, some of the exchanges are grimly
 amusing precisely because McNamara
 still seems to have no head for diplomacy
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 or politics (especially the other side's
 political world). Herbert Schandler
 adds a chapter on the war's military un
 winnability that would have been more
 convincing if he had bothered to discuss
 the contrary evidence of 1968-72. The
 awful irony of this book is that, in a mission
 to overcome misunderstandings, it intro
 duces a whole raft of new ones.

 Nixon's Vietnam War. by Jeffrey p.

 kimball. Lawrence: University Press
 of Kansas, 1998,528 pp. $39.95.

 The most detailed assemblage of evidence
 about the Nixon-Kissinger Vietnam
 policies to date. More of a chronicle than
 a narrative, the book is hard to follow.

 But the level of scholarship is high.
 Kimball argues that Nixon relied on a
 "madman* theory to coerce Hanoi while
 still withdrawing U.S. troops?a theory
 of the intimidating power of "brutal
 unpredictability* (Kissinger's term).
 Seeing Nixon as the strategist and
 Kissinger as the tactician, Kimball finds
 their machinations self-defeating and
 believes that their "brutal unpredict
 ability* and deceptive ways undercut the
 domestic political base for support of South
 Vietnam. But he tells a Washington story
 with little integration of the interesting
 Saigon side, told by Lewis Sorley's

 A Better War (see Eliot 0
 Cohen's review in this ?**^ 7* /a \ XT- j t_- ^VIETNAM** f*M
 issue). Nixon and his v>} s *W
 field commander, \S %l/1
 Creighton Abrams, had ^. \L*
 different visions of winning f=^?-?!5
 the war; Abrams had no ThSSj
 "madman* theory, but he did \\ ^f
 have a strategy that was J J Zi
 working reasonably well. \ f
 How did all this fit together? _iL ?

 Kimball does not explain. A better analysis
 is still needed of the crucial decisions in this

 period about negotiation and escalation.

 Architects oflntervention: The United
 States, the Third World, and the Cold

 War, I946-I962. BY ZACHARY
 KARABELL. Baton Rouge: Louisiana
 State University Press, 1999,248 pp.
 $37.50 (paper, $16.95).

 Most accounts of the early Cold War treat
 the superpowers as the subjects and Third

 World countries as the objects. Like some
 other recent scholars, Karabell wants to
 reverse the balance. As students of the

 British Empire have noticed, kings are
 often drawn, to their surprise, into games
 played among the pawns. Relying on
 American archives and a wide range of
 secondary works, Karabell writes well and
 does a service by combining case studies
 on American intervention in Greece, Italy,
 Iran, Guatemala, Lebanon, Cuba, and
 Laos. He is strongest on Iran and Lebanon,
 weakest on Cuba and Laos, and includes
 no studies of intervention by the Soviets,
 Chinese, British, or French. Karabell
 argues, easily enough, that internal condi

 tions are decisive?since

 intervention needs strong
 local allies to achieve any

 enduring success. He also
 cautions that interventions

 do not have a lasting
 effect in changing the
 political or social order

 | of the affected countries.
 But one reason why

 pawns play this game is
 because they perceive

 some very large effects, at
 least if measured by the
 span of human lives.
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